Baby Mix-Up

These baby words are scrambled up! Unscramble the most words in less than a minute, and you’ll be the winner.

1. RIDAPE RYDIT

2. FITNAN WIGSN

3. FAPIERCI

4. RRAWEM TLETOB

5. LICCO

6. YBBA UBBATHT

7. PCA LCEARD

8. LRESLROT

9. PRIADE AGB

10. STEBINSIA
Baby Mix-Up Answers

1. Dirty Diaper
2. Infant Swing
3. Pacifier
4. Bottle Warmer
5. Colic
6. Baby Bathtub
7. Cradle Cap
8. Stroller
9. Diaper Bag
10. Bassinet